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CHAIRMAN JOHN
Well that’s another month gone by, and I don’t want to put a damper on it but
the nights are drawing in. Those of us who have not got LED light conversions
make sure your candles are nice and bright.
On the 28th June I went to the Pure Nostalgia Classic Car Show at The Lawns,
Rochford. I checked the levels of my car and cleaned and polished it. As the sun
was shining I put the hood down. Happy Days. On arriving at the event I was
greeted by two club members, John Austin with Tin Tin and Gary Stringer with
his 12/4 Tourer. Gary was the lucky one who won a prize on the day. Well done
Gary!
After parking up, I disconnected the battery, lifted the bonnet and turned the
petrol off (so many things to remember.) I looked over my shoulder and a man
standing there said to me “How did you get here?” I replied, “I drove here.” But
the car has no coil or distributor? “No” I said “It has a fantastic new invention
called a magneto.” “What’s one of them?” he asked. So I pointed it out to him.
In my polite way I told him that one day all cars will be fitted with them! I can
assure you that they might be, because there is nothing new in the motor trade
apart from electronic components. Let’s see if they are still going in ninety years
time like our Austins (I don’t think so.) As normal, at the show we had a
downpour just before we had the pleasure of the Vulcan Bomber fly pass. What
a fantastic sight.
At the weekend my aunt and uncle came over to see us. After tea and cakes my
uncle said “Come on then, let’s see this little car that the family have been
talking about.” So I went to the garage and pulled the Chummy out. They
both went “Wow!” My aunt has not sat behind a steering wheel in more than
forty years. She said that she must get in the car, and with a smile from ear to
ear, my uncle took a photo. It’s a must for the family album.
Please could I ask for the return of any engraved trophies by the next Club Night
as I will need to arrange engraving for this year’s winners (which will be
announced at the Annual Luncheon.)
I look forward to seeing you all soon. In the meantime, best wishes.

John Fromant
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and got a “Let’s
give it a go.”
reply! From the
start I did not
want it to be all
fashion
and
recipes (there are enough of those
magazines around already) but always
car/motoring/transport orientated but
from the ladies’ angle. To begin with I
asked ladies to send me their own
stories, be they funny or dramatic, about
their Austin 7 activities and I would
include them in my article. Several did
at the beginning, but obviously it was
not their scene, so I have travelled on
alone, and here I am writing my 100th
article.

Ladies’ Page
Wow! ‘100 Not Out’ and still in there
batting! No – I am not a cricket fan, but
it was the easiest way to say that this is
the one hundredth article that I have
written for the Ladies’ Page in our
Chassis magazine. On my calculation it
means that the page has been in
existence for just over eight years, so
how did it all come about?
On Doc Roger’s recommendation Michael
and I joined the Essex Austin 7 Club in
1996 when we bought Isobel. Michael
started to go to Club Nights, which he
thoroughly enjoyed, but I had for a long
time played bridge on a Wednesday
evening so did not attend. However,
with his encouragement he persuaded
me to go along with him one Wednesday
and I so enjoyed it that there and then I
told my girlfriends that from now on I
would be missing from the bridge table
on the third Wednesday of the month!

About five years later I did ask the Editor
if he wanted me to continue – I was not
sure if anyone was interested in my
ramblings for the Ladies’ Page or indeed
if anyone bothered to read it? He gave
me enthusiastic encouragement to
continue and said that it was the only
Ladies’ Page contained in any of the A7
Club magazines across the country and
thought that it gave our Essex Club its
own individual style.

What really impressed me about the EA7
Club was that everyone was so friendly
and welcoming, and that the Club Nights
were attended almost by as many ladies
as the chaps and the chit chat was not
only about spark plugs, big ends and
pistons, but social things as well. The
club runs also were so much fun and all
the wives attended and supported their
‘other halves’. From then on I was
hooked, so much so that as you know, I
bought my own car!

So - here we are. Eight years and one
hundred articles down the line and I
have to confess that I do enjoy writing
them, although copy date sometimes
comes round sooner than expected.
However, on the whole I usually get a
flash of inspiration and suddenly know
what my next article will be about.
When that flash begins to fade I shall
know that it is time to put away my
cricket bat, or perhaps I will be quietly
asked to retire to the pavilion.

It was about ten years later that I had
the idea of a Ladies’ Page for Chassis. I
felt that the ladies were so supportive of
all club events and therefore deserved a
page of their own. I put the suggestion
to the committee and the then editor

Until next month – Happy Sevenning!

Penny
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THE BODGER’S APPRENTICE

damaged so it can be used again on the
rebuild.) Next I attack the engine block
(aren’t some of those nuts awkward to get
at) and after a bit of a wallop and fiddle
about, off it comes. It is a bit lighter now
so the remains can be rolled over and the
sump removed (most of those ¼”
Whitworth gutter bolts seem to have
stayed in place and come out easily.) The
tea strainer type filter reveals some odd
washers and screws and a five Euro coin
which I remember fell out of my top
pocket and into the filler pipe when I was
topping up the oil in Belgium years ago
(just after the last time I cleaned the filter
screen.) I forgot to “borrow” a valve
spring squeezer from the workshop but
soon cobble one out of an old Spong
mincer I found in the kitchen drawer and
prise out the valves, springs and guides.
A quick wipe round with some old cloths I
find in the garden and it’s time to get
those studs out of the block with the aid
of mole grips or pliers (the Boy had locked
up his stud removal tool) but they seem to
be a bit tight. I borrow some diesel from
a neighbour’s oil tank and fill up that little
green bin that the council gives you for
kitchen scraps and drop in the block to
have a good soak. I will get it out after a
few days and put it on the BBQ to heat it
up a bit and those studs will just pop out!

As the Boy Dave seems to be on some
sort of extended holiday (any old excuse)
I thought it would be a good idea to pop
down to the workshop to see if there was
anything useful laying around that I could
borrow or find before anybody lost it.
Luckily I know where he hides the key so
did not have to cut the locks off and was
soon ready to fill my swag bag. Well, you
should have seen the state of the place, it
was worse than my shed or wardrobe.
There were engines, gearboxes and
spares everywhere, all mixed up in
supermarket trays (well they were when I
had sorted through them) and then,
hidden under some old Box Saloon debris,
there was a familiar shape. You may recall
that some time ago (with the Boy’s help) I
removed Bert’s engine and replaced it with
another to enable me to exceed the speed
limit on the M11, and here was my old
beloved engine, obviously hidden away
and waiting for the value to rise so it could
be sold to the Beaulieu Motor Museum.
Well, I’ve got a better idea. I’ll smuggle it
home, strip it, give it a short back and
sides and a polish and flog it myself. All I
had to do was to load it and all the other
stuff into the boot and take it home (CorLumme! ain’t it heavy and dirty, never
mind, er’ indoors will help me to unload.)

Well that was quite a busy couple of hours
so I may go down to Waterspouts for a
rest and to keep out of the way as a hunt
seems to be on for the kitchen scrap bin,
a mincer and some pillow cases which
seem to have blown off the washing line.
No need to buy a Haynes Manual, just
follow these simple instructions and save
yourself time and money.

The next day, when I got the engine onto
the bench to begin this simple task, I
found it was still full of oil. Honestly, you
would have expected that to have been
done ages ago, but never mind, I can
drain and filter it and use it again. At this
point the exhaust manifold came off in my
hand (I must use the correct nuts next
time) and with the aid of a large bed
spanner and a hammer and screwdriver,
the cylinder head also parted company
with the block (the gasket is not too badly

To be continued...
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Bournemouth Wheels Festival by David Austin
The beauty of this show so far as I am concerned is that we get free
accommodation as my daughter and her fiancé live in Westbourne,
just a relatively short walk from Bournemouth town centre. The
downside is that I also land up doing DIY. Nothing in life is truly
free!
The show was held over the weekend of 30th/31st May and covered
various aspects of things on wheels. The first thing of interest we
came across was a collection of pre-war classic cars, which included several Austins,
including a very smart 1933 RP Box Saloon belonging to Richard Collings of the Dorset
Austin 7 Club. I had a long chat with Richard and he volunteered to drive my daughter
Dominique to her wedding next year, which will save me having to drive my car down.
Other lesser makes such as Rolls Royce were represented, plus Beaulieu had a stand
there showing off a beautiful pre-war Mercedes.
Pauline was now getting hungry so we broke for lunch and watched BMX and skate
boarders etc. do their stuff in front of us. The tricks they performed were truly
remarkable.
Hunger duly satisfied we went in search of other delights along the sea front, which
included various food outlets, stalls and the chance to drive a radio controlled car in a
race of six cars which was great fun to watch. On the beach itself you had the
opportunity, at £10 a go, to have a short ride in the back of a monster truck, which
struck me as expensive. Still further along the beach was another display by two
monster trucks which were pounding cars into the sand as they leapt over them. I
must be getting a right misery in my old age because despite the flags, the noise and
the loud music they left me absolutely cold.
It was then decided to see what was happening on the cliff road above us which we
knew was being used as a drag strip. We had two choices of getting up there. either
use the zig-zag path or take the lift. Being energetic types we thought we would take
the sensible option, so we took the lift.
The first vehicles we saw whizzing up and down the road were go-karts driven by
people of all ages. Other attractions included a pre-war Bentley and a 1924 two-litre
Sunbeam which Pauline fell in love with. What struck me about the Sunbeam was how
quiet the engine was, though when he changed gear in front of us it engaged with
quite a crunch. The Le Mans type sports cars included a Noble, Zonda, noisy Nissan, a
lovely Ford GT40 and a Ferrari GTO being piloted by a glamorous blonde. The F1 cars
were a little disappointing as there were only two cars of note, a Jordan and a Lotus
Honda, except Honda would not let them have an engine so it was fitted with an
incredibly noisy Judd engine. It was a question of sticking your fingers in your ears
every time the Lotus went past. People quickly learned to do just that, except the
young family next to us who really suffered as a consequence.
/continued...
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The best bit by far was the stunt driving carried out by Paul Swift. Paul is not my idea
of what a stunt driver should look like as he is short and tubby, but during interviews
he displayed a great sense of fun and humour and is a good showman. Behind the
wheel he is truly brilliant, parking a car in spaces barely wider or longer then the car he
was driving. He pulled off various other tricks which kept everyone entertained,
though I would not like to have his tyre bill!
We thoroughly enjoyed the show as there was so much going on and there was no
entry fee so the show was free. So if you are around there next year at the right time
I recommend you go and see for yourself.

A Vintage Affair : by David Austin
Just to put your minds at rest, I have not
been unfaithful to my lovely wife Pauline.
A Vintage Affair is the name of a car show
run by Juniper Flowers of Sudbury at
Hedingham Castle on the 17th May.

selling very well made 50s style dresses
which Pauline just had to try on. Normally,
clothes shopping is not my idea of fun, but
while Pauline was trying on the clothes I
was entertained by the two very pretty and
charming girls who were running it, so I
endued it stoically.
I thought Pauline
looked great, but she was not happy. The
reflection looking back at her was not the
one she remembered. I have seen pictures
of her from those days and she did look
fantastic. And in my opinion she still does.

We rolled up at 9.30 and parked alongside
a massive Chevrolet Impala which was very
highly polished, even the large paint bubble
over the wheel arch! There was a great
variety of vehicles on show, including Ford
Mustangs, Rovers, Triumphs, Rileys, etc.
These were all parked outside what would
have been the main castle defences. One
car I instantly recognised was a bright
yellow hot rod which belonged to a friend of
mine who made a fine job of building it.
After chatting to a few fellow owners we
wandered over the bridge to the inner
bailey to see what else was on offer.

We spent a lot of time looking round the
various stalls, but while there was plenty of
things to interest us and more dresses for
Pauline to try, nothing leapt up at us as a
must have. There were a number of food
outlets but we elected to have something to
eat in the café in the castle keep. There we
got talking to a couple who lived within
walking distance of our house - small world.
Continuing our circuit of the castle keep we
came across some Morgans and also cars
from the Colne Valley Car Club. If anyone
felt like a rest from the cars there are some
pleasant walks around the lake, which we
took, and also a valley walk. My only
disappointment was there was only one
Austin 7 and that was my Nippy.

Coming up to the keep we turned right and
the first thing we came across was a
40s/50s style band, which at times was
joined by three female singer who reminded
me of the Andrew Sisters. I have got to say
they were excellent and we spent quite
some time listening to them, however we
did resist the temptation to join in the jiving
as the dance floor was decidedly uneven.
Moving on there were a large number of
stalls selling vintage artefacts including
vintage or vintage style clothing. Pauline
was in her element. We first went to a stall

Overall I found it an interesting and friendly
show, well worth the visit. We hope to
attend again next year.
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MEMBERS’ CARS : Roy and Judy Goodrum
Elderly Lady Has a Facelift - “Jane” - a 1925 Austin Seven Chummy
After a pleasant year’s motoring around, Jane was beginning to feel a little
tottery on her old feet so it was time for some more medical attention. It was at
this time a visit by Doctor Roy was in order and it was found that the dreaded
ferrous oxide, together with metal fatigue, was taking effect and a sixteen inch
fracture had occurred in one of the wheel rims. Well a visit to Mark Clements,
the chiropodist in Halsted, quickly resolved that concern with a complete set of
new rims and spokes.
Following the club’s New Year's Day Run, Jane was unceremoniously moved into
hospital, whisked off her wheels, and it was into the cosmetic surgery
department for a complete make-over.
The first thing to do, like most doctors do before operating, was to strip her
naked. Her hood came off, seats out, mats and carpets removed, trim panels
out, windscreen off and instrument panel out. However, to maintain her
modestly a little, her bonnet was left on, thus covering her more delicate parts.
Her poorly applied red paint complexion was finally removed. Like many of the
more mature (old) ladies, the application of her make-up was a little thickly
applied and rather overdone, lacking the delicacy of youth. In Jane's case it
required the flame from a blow lamp to remove it all back to her foundations. It
was during the removal procedure that several different underlying colours were
found, and that Jane had already been blue at least twice before as well as two
shades of red. On one of her blue periods everything had been blue, wings
headlamps, screen surround, indeed absolutely everything! On reaching the last
colour before the metal this was found to have originally been a light blue.
Believed originally to be known as kingfisher blue. So it was to be this colour
that she would return some eighty six years after leaving her birthplace.
With all the trim removed it was diagnosed that not only had the tin worm been
active, but the woodwork was providing delightful homes for many little
woodworm people. And by the wood dust on the floor it appeared that those in
residence had been actively employed making new affordable homes for the
next generation. Well this was not a condition that could be tolerated in Jane, so
they were simply relocated out of the establishment and a new unoccupied piece
of hardwood put in their place. Where the aluminium oxide had been active in
the area of the right hand rear wing it was made good with a composite of metal
and glass fibre reinforcement. That completed the structural repairs and Jane
was now ready for the cosmetics.
/continued...
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It was then that a make-up artist, in the way of a good friend Mike Diggings, was
called in. First off it was the foundation, which as every lady secretly knows,
hides the little wrinkles of advancing age. In Jane's case this constituted the well
known and time tested 'P38' filler. With this nicely smoothed out the next stage
was primer filler to completely conceal the ravages of time and again with this
flatted, the final touches of kingfisher blue could be applied. And with the black
mascara added to her wings to add the final touches, she was ready to face the
world once again.
Of course many other things were added, such as a completely refurbished dash
panel sporting a fully restored speedometer, etc. Then naturally there were new
mats to replace the old household carpets. To complete the makeover new,
more powerful, LED bulbs in the headlamps to enable her failing eyesight to be
restored back to youth.
So if you see Jane on the road please give her a cheery wave and it will make her
feel as if all her efforts have been worthwhile.

MY TRAVEL PLANS FOR 2016
I have been in many places, but I've never been in Kahoots.
Apparently, you can't go alone. You have to be in Kahoots with
someone.
I've also never been in Cognito. I hear no one recognises you there. I have,
however, been in Sane. They don't have an airport; you have to be driven there. I
have made several trips there, thanks to my friends, family and work.
I would like to go to Conclusions, but you have to jump, and I'm not too good on
physical activity anymore.
I have also been in Doubt. That is a sad place to go and I try not to visit there too
often. I've been in Flexible, but only when it was very important to stand firm.
Sometimes I'm in Capable, and I go there more often as I'm getting older.
One of my favourite places to be is in Suspense! It really gets the adrenaline flowing
and pumps up the old heart! At my age I need all the stimuli I can get!
I may have been in Continent, but I don't remember what country I was in. It's an
age thing. They tell me it is very wet and damp there.

With thanks to Brian Eckersley and David Austin who both submitted this article!
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The Bury Retro Car Club started a
“Cars on the Green” event about
ten years ago in the local village of
Thurston, with only about a dozen
cars in attendance. This number
increased annually until they ran
out of space so they moved to
Nowton Park in Bury St Edmunds,
which is in a beautiful woodland
setting of many acres.
The event, which raises thousands of pounds for various charities, has grown to
such an extent that it is now a mecca for petrol heads and attracts well in excess
of nine hundred vehicles. They hold a motor show with all the latest moderns
along with many vintage and classic cars as well as motorcycles. In fact, just
about any contraption on wheels will likely be found there.
Strangely mine was the only Austin Seven there and throughout the day I had
countless members of the public chatting to me about it. Shortly before the end
of the event I was informed by one of the organisers that my Seven had been
judged to be one of the best entrants in the pre-1950 class, for which I received
a certificate.

Neil Preston, Suffolk Branch

It was also great to
see that one of our
members,
Gary
Stringer, won two
awards in the space
of a week! Firstly his
lovely 12/4 Clifton
Tourer won The Best
Pre-War Car award at
The
Lawns
in
Rochford on 28 June
and on 4 July it won
the Best Historic Car
at the Corringham
Classic Car Show.
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Suffolk Branch News
The winner of this year’s Best Car on the Night
competition was David Witton, proud owner of
this fabulous 1927 Gordon England Cup
model, seen here receiving the Linda Day
trophy.
This car was restored three years ago to a
very high standard. It has a magneto engine
and is fabric bodied so it is quite fast.

Recently retired pilot David, now that he
is no longer flying wide bodied Boeings
around the globe, spends much of his
time tending to his fleet of eight Austin
Sevens of all shapes and sizes and all of
which are in superb condition.

Neil Preston
THE NATIONAL TRUST SUTTON HOO 1930s GARDEN FETE
Saturday 15th and Sunday 16th August
Bart Walsh has sent details of this event. Pre-War vehicles are invited to attend
this 1930s theme fete, Entry is free for these vehicles and their owners with up
to two passengers travelling in the same vehicle. Arrive Sutton Hoo by 10.00am
and stay until at least 4.00pm. The display car parks are situated on tarmac and
firm level grass.
For more information and an entry form please contact the National Trust on
01473 630335 or email shinterpretation@btinternet.com.
Directions to Sutton Hoo: Follow the A12 northbound around the outside of Woodbridge.
Once you get just north of the town, take the B1083 sign posted Bawdsey. Follow this
through the village of Melton, past Melton railways station and the Wilford Bridge Inn.
Just the other side of the Wilford Bridge, turn right at the roundabout and follow the road
up the hill. Sutton Hoo is 500 yards on the right – you cannot miss the big wooden sign.
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NOTICE OF THE EA7C ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, 21st October 2015
If members have any items they wish to be considered for the agenda of the
AGM please submit these to the secretary, Dave Orange, by 21st September
2015.
Likewise, if you wish to be nominated for any of the committee roles (listed
inside the front cover) then please also advise Dave by the above date. The
committee is to consist of ten elected members including the chairman.

Essex Austin Seven Club

Annual Luncheon
Sunday, 18th October 2015
at Pleshey Village Hall
Once again, the club’s Annual Luncheon will be held at the above venue.

SORRY, NOW FULLY BOOKED

The cost for three courses is £22.50 per person, including coffee/tea and mints.
Menus will be issued nearer the date. As the caterer no longer holds a drinks
licence, please bring your own drinks. Glasses will be provided.
For those who have paid their deposit, please pay the balance to Mary Morley
at Club Night either in cash or cheque (payable to EA7C) or send a cheque to
Mary The deadline for receipt of payments is 31st August 2015.

For Sale
Due to moving to Scotland I regretfully have to sell my late 1938 all black Ruby Saloon
(FJJ 113.) The car is a good runner, in generally good condition, mechanically sound with
good engine and brand new battery. It has always been stored in a dry garage but the
paintwork requires attention due to knocks and scrapes.
Following a recent successful test drive with three people on board (on the hottest day of
the year!) the car was pronounced okay other than excessive steering play – traced to the
steering box. The kingpins etc. are okay.
For a quick sale, and to help towards the steering and paintwork, I am asking only
£3600.
If you are interested please contact Rob
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CRESSING TEMPLE – SUNDAY 12th JULY 2015
There was a gloomy, wet forecast for Sunday but after an early shower we had
a nearly rainless day. Our vehicles were Box Saloons, Rubys, Pearls, a Nippy,
A10s (including Daniel in the Bohannan’s ‘Poppy’), a Lichfield, a Riley, the Alldays
and Onions veteran, a 50cc French motorised bicycle and a Chummy which
suffered the indignity of being towed by a Cortina (but was soon fettled and
fixed by Roy and Doc Rog.)
Graham Scutt had thumbed a lift in Ruby luxury with Christi and Ann Skevington.
We had a prime line up in the inner display area beside many other classic
vehicles. Opposite our display there was a steaming traction engine, a doubledecker bus and a fire engine, not to mention a posh pie stand, a ‘toastie’ stall,
an ice cream van and burger table (oh, and a bar.) There was a jazz band,
American War Time vehicles with their jiving dance group and music, the lovely
barns and the outer display area which was filled with hundreds of classic cars,
motor bikes, cycles, specials, tractors, stationary engines, auto jumble etc. and
even a fly past by a Spitfire.
We were kept busy all day answering the many enquiries and questions from the
crowds of admiring visitors and were pleased to give out membership forms to
at least two gents who want to join our club and buy an Austin 7. Our thanks to
David and Pauline Austin for organising this really excellent day out with lots of
interest, entertainment and laughter with good friends. What more could you
ask for?
Les and Mary Morley
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Eurotour 2012 Alpine Amble
Report by Peter Lawson - Episode 5
Each town we stayed in had been beautiful and I could not imagine any getting better but
we had not reached Troyes yet, our next destination. The roads were quite gentle now
following the Canal de Bourgogne and after about 50 miles we turned off up a steep hill to
visit the unspoilt medieval village of Flavigny-sur-Ozerain. I did not notice Dave flashing his
lights behind me but when we got to the top he said he had been coughing a bit on the
way up as his small amount of fuel left in the tank was slopping away from the tap on the
steep incline. We topped him up from our spare cans until the next petrol station which
were few and far apart in rural France.
We appeared to be the first to arrive in the
village and found a small shop that served
coffee but no sooner had we sat down than
Janet Edroff and Gill Davies arrived. Looking
back on the tour it seemed that whenever we
spotted Janet and Gill it was in a café sipping
coffee and maybe a nice fruit tart. The village
was so beautiful and ancient and I became so
engrossed in photographing the buildings that I
did not notice which way the others went.
When I got back to the car park they were
waiting patiently for me knowing by now my addiction to taking pictures.
We continued on the road to Troyes, luckily finding a petrol station quite soon. The others
wanted to find somewhere to eat but as we had made ourselves a picnic from breakfast we
agreed to carry on by ourselves. We eventually found a lovely spot a few yards down a
minor road where we leant against the side of the car on our picnic rug and cushions and
basked in the hot sunshine and total sound of silence. Fields stretched away for miles,
birds of prey hovered overhead and we felt wonderful. A shame the tour was nearing its
end.
We reached Troyes mid-afternoon and after checking
into our room walked the short distance to town. Nondescript buildings lined the street that led us to the
centre but then rounding the corner we were
confronted with these amazing timber framed
buildings. Three and four storeys high leaning at
precarious angles washed in amazing colours. Forget
black and white, these were primrose and grey, pink
and lilac, yellow and red, lemon and blue. Alleys so
narrow the buildings were leaning against each other. Brackets and posts intricately
carved. I couldn`t get over it. I love old buildings and I was in my element. Marion had to
eventually drag me away. “Just one more photo.” “No, that`s enough.”

/continued on next page
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We then walked to the other side of town to see the cathedral before heading back to the
hotel for dinner. The hotel couldn`t cope with such a large number and it was arranged
for us all to go to a restaurant just round the corner where we almost took it over. A
lovely meal once again with great friends ended another fabulous day.
Our last Friday and a 160 mile route to
Amiens. First we had to get out of Troyes
though and where we went wrong I don`t
know. We were on our own and getting
hopelessly lost. At one stage we saw Peter
and Michelle Trebilco at a junction to our right,
Phil and Pat Simmons to our left. We were
headed straight on and I don`t think any of us
knew which way to go. I pulled up to consult
the map and ask a passer by when Phil and
Pat pulled up behind us. They agreed to
follow us even if we got it wrong and with some trepidation we headed back to the centre
to try and pick up the ring road. With more luck than navigational skills we eventually
found our way onto the intended route and could eventually relax. The road now was
pretty easy and we bowled through some quite posh looking villages, the locals always
anxious to wave at us. We stopped at a small town for a coffee and some goodies for our
picnic. My poor schoolboy French ensured we had twice as many fruit tarts as I had
asked for but they did not pose a problem. Funnily enough we spotted Janet and Gill
enjoying the offerings at one of the cafes.
Once more the scenery was beautiful as we meandered along the quiet roads. As we
entered Pierrefonds we were told to look out for the fantastic chateau on our left. I
nearly screeched to a halt when I saw it. It was like something out of a Disney film. We
drove on a couple of miles and eventually found a nice spot for a picnic and whilst
devouring our fruit tarts decided to turn back to visit the chateau. It was actually a castle
originally built in 1393. In 1616 Louis X111 dismantled it until it was bought by Napoleon
in 1810. It was restored over the next 75 years. It is unbelievably beautiful. We entered
across a drawbridge into the great courtyard of intricately carved stonework. Grand
staircases led to ornately decorated enormous staterooms. Roofs covered the wall walks
from missiles. Tombs in the dungeons displayed life size figures of the interned like a
French version of the terracotta army. We were mesmerised by it all. Below the walls of
the castle the village of Pierrefonds provided a café for a relaxing sit in the sun with an
afternoon cup of tea. What a life.
We had about a third of the journey to complete and it took us through Compiegne, site
of the signing of the Armistice. Apart from Paris this was the only place we had ever
visited before in France. We passed the statue of Joan of Arc in the centre and then it
was a straightforward run to our hotel on the outskirts of Amiens. A lovely warm evening
allowed some of us to eat outside for the group meal which was an interesting menu.
I think we had stuffed quail.

To be continued...
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CLUB NIGHT 15TH JULY 2015
As well as the usual club notices about upcoming runs and events, the evening
was dedicated to Roger Spearman’s Alternative Concourse competition.
The weather was warm and dry resulting in an excellent turnout of cars. Roger
spent a great deal of the evening, clipboard in hand, judging the cars for various
categories. After due deliberation the results were announced:
1st: Peter Lawson - “Patronising the Queen”
2nd: Judy Goodrum “Best overspray of
springs and chassis - but an excellent
restoration.”
3rd: Graham Medcroft - “Fitted Back
Friend.”
4th: Mary King “Rusty Wheels and
Dirty Badge”
5th: Peter Mathewman “Most original
car”
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Below is an extract from the
Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs’ newsletter.

Consequences of Discontinuance of the
Tax Disc
The issues around the tax disc rumble on, not the fact of its removal, but some
of the consequences.
As some of you will have seen, some unexpected consequences have reached
the national media, not least a claimed increase in clamping. We are watching
that to see if it has any specific relevance to historic vehicles.
But there is one point of clarification of which we think we ought to remind
members. It is clear in the explanation of the actual legislative basis we provided
in the last Newsletter, but its practical effect might not be obvious.
DVLA, accurately in the vast majority of cases, has been referring to the tax
ending on ‘sale’. But actually the tax ends on change of keeper. Not all changes
of keeper are the result of a sale.
To take one instance, if you pass on your treasured historic vehicle to your son or
daughter you probably will not think of that as a sale. You will more likely think
of it as a gift. But to make it work you will have to complete the relevant parts of
the V5C to provide notification of change of keeper to DVLA. When you do that,
the tax ceases. It is automatic so there are no exceptions. So don’t be caught
out. Simply, whenever you change the keeper you need to renew the tax.
17
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The July draw took place at Club Night.
The winning number was 15.
Congratulations to Eric and Annette Martin.

LAON HISTORIQUE MAY 2016
I have just received the July edition of Chassis and was interested to see
the article on the Laon Historique as my son and I went to this year's
event, not in the Ruby but in our Morgan. It was a very enjoyable
weekend.
However, if anyone is contemplating going next year in a Seven then
there are a few things I think you should know before committing yourselves. The scenic
run on Saturday is over 100 miles in length and in total we did over 600 miles. Laon
historic town centre is largely cobbled and a very poor cobbled surface at that, so make
sure every nut and bolt is tight and shocks are working correctly. Also, on both days,
due to the number of cars involved, speeds on the run are slow and if it is hot the cars
are likely to overheat, especially on the steep sections, so a good rad/cooling system is a
must.
Whilst there were cars of all ages present the majority were sports cars from the 50s
onwards and we only saw one A7 and a handful of similar cars in this year's run. There
were 600 cars this year and I understand that for the 25th anniversary next year entry
has been increased to 1,000 cars so the runs will be even more crowded than this year.
One final word of warning, in typical French style, there are minimal toilets available on
the Saturday run other than at the lunch stop and none at the meeting point on both
days. So a good bladder is essential, unless you don't mind using trees!
Having said all that I would recommend the run to everyone and I'm happy to give
further information to anyone interested if they want to e-mail me at
william.cuthbert@yahoo.com

William Cuthbert
Footnote

Graham Baldock has asked us to point out to members that the 2016 event is an 'Austin'
one so there should be many more A7s there this time round. And of course, our little
cars were originally built for rough roads, including cobbles!
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Our Weekend at the Beaulieu National Austin Seven Rally
Peter and Marion Lawson
We arrived at our B&B in Lymington on Friday evening, parking the Ruby on the
driveway. In the morning, the quiet street on the edge of the town soon
disgorged its curious neighbours when we warmed the car up. Out came Mike,
retired Oman harbourmaster, to talk all things motoring and tell us that a famous
racing driver was staying next door with friends. When the garage door opened
up out rolled a SWB Box Saloon and we met the owner. It was Tony Dron, a
well known motoring journalist and author of several books on Porsches. He had
also raced for Porsche in several Le Mans’ 24 Hours in the early 80s and recently
in a Ferrari at the Goodwood Revival Festival.
We waved goodbye to spend the morning in the town. It was market day and
stalls lined both sides of the entire length of the High Street. Lymington is a
wonderful traditional town with a real sense of community spirit. Not much had
changed since we last visited some years previously except a Wetherspoons had
taken over a defunct store (that was Friday night’s dinner venue sorted.)
A run through the New Forest had been planned for Saturday afternoon and we
arrived in time to meet friends new and old who had turned up for the start. In
the meantime the organisers were busy marking out the ground for each car’s
designated parking spot and traders were setting up their stalls. Our route took
us through delightful villages, across heaths where the ponies and donkeys
wandered freely, down to the coast for an ice cream, looking over the Solent to
the Isle of Wight, and a stop for tea at Exbury Gardens, all in glorious sunshine.
A barbecue had been arranged for the evening and amongst many familiar faces
from previous tours were several from France and Germany who had come over
with their Rosengarts and BMW Dixis. Good food, good company and a few
speeches rounded off a very nice evening before we drove back to Lymington in
the fading light.
/continued...

Outside our B&B

BMW Dixi
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Sunday showed all the work and commitment that had gone into the
organisation of the rally as over one hundred and sixty Austin Sevens of every
derivative settled into their positions. Twenty seven classes divided up the
ground from the earliest Chummies through to Arrows, Coupes, Gordon
Englands, Boxes, Pearls, Opals, Rubys,
Militaries, Nippys, Ulsters, Specials,
Rosengarts, Dixis, you name it, it was
there. Stalls were doing a brisk trade
and in the main arena a speed control
test had been cunningly designed for
anyone to take part in. Our B&B
neighbour Mike turned up in the true
spirit of bygone motor racing dressed in
pristine white overalls, flat cap and
cravat. We told everyone he was our
Marion and our “mechanic”
personal mechanic.
Someone discovered that we were the only entrant from Essex and asked us to
transport a large box of instruments to an engineer in Aythorpe Roding. No
problem - but what with the plants Marion had managed to buy, the car was
filling up rather too quickly. After the prize giving and parade around the arena
people started to pack up and drift off home. We drove back to Lymington to
freshen up before meeting with a dozen others for dinner at a local pub in the
village of Boldre. A suitable end to a great weekend.
We left our B&B for a pretty route home, stopping off to visit Petworth House
and friends near Orpington. As usual the worst part was coming back through
the Dartford Tunnel where queues continue despite the removal of the barriers.
We arrived home tired but happy and with another four hundred and sixty miles
on the clock.

Peter and Marion

A military Austin

A Rosengart
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This month’s song is dedicated to Penny. Unable to
properly celebrate Tessa’s 90th birthday this year whilst
she helps nurse husband Mike back to health, Neil Sedaka
and I have made a few adjustments to the original Happy
Birthday Sweet Sixteen.

Happy Birthday Sweet Ninety
Tra la la la la - la - la - la la, Happy Birthday Sweet Ninety.
Tra la la la la - la - la – la la, Happy Birthday Sweet Ninety.
This year’s the year, you’ve waited for,
Because your baby’s not so young anymore.
She’s turned into the prettiest car you’ll ever see.
Happy Birthday Sweet Ninety.
You chose her well, gave her a name,
Your little Chummy gives you pleasure and fame.
You called her Tessa after that saving scheme tax free.
Happy Birthday Sweet Ninety.
When she was just fifteen,
You were just a baby.
Then when you were ten,
She got a little rusty.
She turned thirty-nine,
You married your sweet valentine.
But now you’re settled,
Your baby is fettled.
Celebrate, your life is just fine; So
She will survive, for many drives,
So you can thank her for the joy in
all your lives,
She’s turned into the prettiest car
you’ll ever see,
Happy Birthday Sweet Ninety.
Words by Peter Lawson
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POST-WAR BODGING
I met a lovely old gentleman the other day coming out of our local post office. I
had parked the Ruby outside and of course, as so many people do, he asked if it
was mine. Confirming it was he looked at it admiringly and then proceeded to
tell me about himself. His name was Ronald Warner and when he was 14 years
old he started as an apprentice at Main Road Garage in Cressing run by Bert
Tokeley.
It was 1947 and he was soon working on Austin Sevens. He remembers one of
the trickiest jobs when reassembling an engine was getting the oil baffles in
place around the con rods and seating them properly between the crankcase
and the block. Even for his child-size fingers it was a fiddly procedure and on
more than one occasion they were left out altogether. More experienced
mechanics would show him various secret tips, one of which meant cutting
through the thin metal of the baffle with tin snips and then wrapping it round
the con rod after.
The war having only ended a few years before, parts and materials were in
short supply and the garage had to make do with what they could scrounge,
often refurbishing old parts, much as we do today I suppose. When kingpins
needed renewing a suitable lump of steel or a larger old kingpin from another
model was just turned down on the lathe. When an engine needed a re-bore,
that was fine, but then it was impossible to get oversize pistons. A new service
sprung up in London where the old pistons were sent to undergo a special
procedure whereby they were somehow expanded. The grooves were then
recut and wider rings made and the customer would enjoy driving away with his
rebuilt engine not realizing he still had his old pistons in.
I’m sure that had I had more time he would have been able to relate plenty
more stories but if one day you discover an untouched original Austin Seven it
might be worth asking yourself how original it really is and could it have been
originally bodged.

Peter Lawson
Copy Date: Contributions for inclusion in the magazine should reach the Editor by the 21st of each
month, but please let Terry Bonner know beforehand if you are writing an article so that space can
be prepared. Please email all text to the Editor or if not possible, submit in typed format so we have
a clear copy from which to work. Photographs always enhance an article so if you can, please include
as attachments. If you send printed photos for scanning every care will be taken. However if you
want them returned, we cannot do this unless you enclose a stamped addressed envelope.
The Essex Austin Seven Club , the Editor, contributors and the printers of this magazine accept no
responsibility whatsoever for the views or comments expressed herein whether they be from
individuals or groups and their comments and viewpoints remain wholly and exclusively the
contributor’s/individual’s responsibility. The club cannot accept responsibility for the accuracy of
any adverts published in this magazine.
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CLUB EVENTS DIARY 2015
August
1st & 2nd

Family Fun Weekend & Food Festival
at Cressing Temple Barns
“Nostalgair” at North Weald Airfield

Graham Scutt

Neil Preston

9th

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth
Fordham Vehicle Show

15th

Tea Dance Run

19th

Club Night - talk “A magistrate’s
Life”
Countess of Warwick Show

2nd
5th

31st

Peter & Marion Lawson

Brian Jenner

September
2nd
12th/13th

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth
Barleylands

16th

Club Night - Mystery Speaker

19th/20th

Chatham Dockyard Salute to the 40s
Vintage Coach trip
Chatham Dockyard Salute to the 40s
Weekender
All Saints Church, Norton Mandeville,
Bi-Annual Craft and Flower Festival

19th/20th
19th/20th

Neil Preston

Roger Spearman
Brian and Barbara
Jenner
Richard and Jane
Bohannan
Mary King

October
6th - 13th

Holiday in Scalia Italy

7th

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth
Annual Luncheon
Pleshey Village Hall
Club Night AGM

18th
21st
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Dave & Denyse Orange
Neil Preston
Mary Morley

